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Effective Vocabulary Growth: 
Why it Matters and How it Works
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• Skilled readers have “abundant high 
quality” understandings of words relative 
to less skilled readers 
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Vocabulary underlies academic achievement



Traditional view of word knowledge

• focused on definitions of words. 
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1. Vocabulary knowledge is a 
network of connected 
concepts 

2. Vocabulary is learned from 
context– BUT . . .

3. Learning is incremental
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What do we know about how 
vocabulary is acquired?
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What is the significance of that? 

You don’t have a dictiona in your 
head.
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Vocabulary knowledge is a 
network of connected concepts
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The richest context for learning new 
words is immediate oral language 
and…
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Vocabulary is learned from 
context—BUT…
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Source Hard words per 1,000
Pre-school books 16.3
Adult conversation 17.3
Prime-time television shows 22.3
Children’s books 30.9
Adult books 52.7
Newspapers 68.3
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from Hayes & Ahrens, 1987

…as children enter school --
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Learning Turns to Books!
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Written context is not a reliable source:

• the “here and now” is gone

• less repetition

• not all contexts are created equal

Written language presents 
challenges
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Ella watched as Nora got smaller and 
smaller and finally _______. 

As the music got closer, the parade 
spectators all began feeling  ______.  

vanished

frigid

Contexts are not Created Equal
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• Knowledge of a word grows each 
time you encounter it in a new 
context.

• Connections from word other 
words  familiar experiences. 

Learning is incremental
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Ella watched as Nora got smaller and 
smaller and finally ________. vanished

• more like disappear or go away?
• is it complete (might she be microscopic?)
• always gradual?
• unexpected?
• deliberate?
• restricted to people?

What do you know?  Is vanished: 
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 Allows speed and flexibility when 
making sense of a new context 

 Speed – the reading process 
won’t have to slow down 

 Flexibility – you can make sense 
of a new use of the word 
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Rich and generalized understanding
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Nuances of Different Contexts

 The plate of cookies vanished. 
vs 

 The family next door vanished.

 trend in fashion 
vs 

 trend in politics
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MORE on Flexibility
 Separate, disconnected ideas 
An artist seeks objects that have 

“potential to become a work of art.”  
Home owners seek “potential house-

buyers.”
being able to unite those ideas of 

potential possibility of becoming 
or happening in the future.
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◦Exposures! -- to lots of different 
contexts

◦Active engagement! –thinking 
about and using words

◦Connections! -- between new 
words and what they already 
know 
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Given all that—what matters for 
kids learning words?
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 Definitional and contextual 
information

 Multiple encounters in 
different contexts

 Interactions with words

Teaching Words Effectively
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Introducing words
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Teresa and Heather 
were very compatible 
as science lab partners.  
They both were hard 
workers and did their 
experiments carefully. 

Friendly Definition:  
When people or things 
are compatible, they 
work well together and 
get along with each  
other.

• How does the 
meaning of 
compatible fit the 
context?



What is a friendly explanation?
Explanation of a word’s meaning 
in everyday, connected language. 

 If someone is fortunate they have 
a lot of good luck. 

 If you assume something, you form an 
opinion without really knowing the 
facts.

Student-friendly Explanations
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Lots and lots of interactions around words!

Following up
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Variety of Encounters: acquire

 Tickets to a concert
 Ability to speak Korean 
 Information to install new software
 Facebook buys Instagram  
 Understand the lives of people in other 

countries 
 A rare baseball card 
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Drilling down on interactions

 Need not just responding – filling a 
word in a sentence, matching words to 
synonyms

 Prompt explaining, discussing, 
connecting
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• Which would be cozy, sitting on 
the couch covered with a warm 
blanket or sitting on a bike seat?

• Which would you describe as 
clumsy, a good dancer or a baby 
learning to walk?

. . . . Why?

Choose the Example
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 How might a cook show that they are:
versatile      clever       industrious

 Who might deliver something? 

 Think of something that you’ve clutched.  
Why did you clutch it? 

Create Examples and Contexts
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Demonstrations

 Get up and go around the room briskly.

 Show me how you would look if you 
were pondering something.

 If you felt reluctant to do something, 
show me how I might know.
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Teacher:  Which would you describe as clumsy?  
A good dancer or a baby learning to walk… 
and tell why. 

Student: A baby trying to walk because it is just 
learning how to do it and it might not just 
get the hang of it yet. 

Teacher: So what would it be doing?

Student: It would be falling… and maybe not… 
and like maybe getting hurt.

Choose the Example
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Teacher: Who might deliver something? 

Student: Pizza.  The pizza guy. 

Teacher: The pizza guy might deliver something.  

Student: Mailman. 

Student: Ah… like the waiter that delivers your food. 

Teacher: Why do we know they're delivery men?  
What are they doing? 

Student: Um… they're like taking the stuff to you.

Create Examples and Contexts
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Teacher: Get ready!  Think about something that 
you’ve clutched.  Why did you clutch it?  

Student: I clutched a basketball because I was 
gonna make a hoop… 

Teacher: Why did you clutch it, though?

Student: I clutched a basketball because…. 
I didn't want to drop it.

Create Examples and Contexts
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Word Relationships

 Form a question around 2 target 
words:
◦ Do people with prestige prosper?

◦ What might a meticulous person be 
vulnerable to?
◦ Could someone who is curious be a 

nuisance?

 Ask “Why?”
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Active word use

People Pairing

 Could a virtuoso be a rival?

 Could a virtuoso be a novice?  

 Could a philanthropist be a miser?

 Could a tyrant be a miser?
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Exploring Vocabulary Through Writing

 Exploring a cave/park/mountain

 Having a special power

 Breaking a world record

 Write new laws

 If I had a trillion dollars
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If I had a trillion dollars
it would be very complex to come up with an idea on 
what to spend it on.  I would adopt a diverse group of 
kids from Africa, Asia, Europe, and India.  I would also 
buy 2 domestic hedgehogs.  I would send 1,000 dollars 
all over the world, which would be global.  I would 
make an invention that integrates pizza and swimming.  
I will reside in Hawaii.
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Incrementality Reality

 Carey’s (1978) concept of fast 
mapping – occurs rather easily

 Extended mapping – surprisingly slow

 Learner may be working on 1,600 
mappings!
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Supporting extended mappings

 Students need plenty of 
opportunities to integrate new words 
into their language

− You need a rich medium for growing 
vocabulary
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Rich conversations around books

“London isn't a hole,” said Polly 
indignantly.

 How do you think Polly felt about his 
calling London a hole?

 Let’s take the word indignantly apart 
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Find opportunities to keep 
attention on new vocabulary 

 “Let’s do some impressive work today!”

 “It’s almost lunch time. What are you 
craving?”

Start the day:

• “Do you see any of the characters in 
the story as mischievous?”

Incorporate into lessons:
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Pictures Worth 1,000 Words

Once you got your 
teeth into that can, 
this was inevitable.

I anticipate we’re in 
trouble now!

Jeg forventer, at 
vores hår er i
postkassen
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Pictures Worth 1,000 Words

You may be curious 
about the 
circumstances that 
brought me here.

I’m sorry you’re 
upset by this 
encounter - spis
lige brød” 
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Beyond the Classroom
 Challenge students to find their words 

outside of school:
In books, websites, newspapers, 

billboards, bus ads, radio, television, 
video games, magazines, menus, 
music, etc.

 Tally points on a classroom chart –
make it public and motivating!
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Jump-start Outside Use
 Find a character in a tv show who is 

distraught.

 What accumulates around your house?

 Find something in the news of global
interest.

 Think of a person or thing that is 
reliable.
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Effects of Extending Vocabulary

 Word Wizard – greater advantage for 
comprehension (4th graders)

 In the Media  - A significant, positive 
relationship between taking part and 
students’ gain scores from pretest to 
posttest (6th graders)
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Take Home Message

 For successful vocabulary 
growth:  Give students –
lots of opportunities to interact 

with words 
in and out of the 

classroom!
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For additional information
 For journal papers and studies:
https://www.lrdc.pitt.edu/people/researcher-detail.cshtml?id=40

 For books and teaching materials:
https://www.guilford.com/author/Margaret-G-McKeown

 Research Videos:
American Educational Research Association (2015):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49vxKZcj7dY
Jeanne Chall Award Presentation (2017):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0jHRMFA1dY
Institute for Learning (2018):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8F1A5uTseso
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